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Xavier Suffers
Two Added to Court Roster; Wet
Dry Spell
Semi Finals Set for Nov.18

Two additional entrants in the semi-finals for the
1961 Homecoming court were announced this week by
Judy Lawler, Homecoming chairman. They are Jeanette
Fedora, senior, and Trudie Stephens, junior.
THE NAMES were inadvertently left off the list released to The Spectator last week.

Voting for the Homecoming
court semi-finalists will be Fri- classes. Three girls will be
day, Nov. 18, from 8 a.m. to chosen from the five seniors.
1 p.m. in the Chieftain and
The 1961HomecomingQueen
Liberal Arts Bldg. Five girls will be selected from one of
from each class will be select- these three by an alumni comed from the nominees. Winners mittee.
will be announced in the Nov.
23 Spectator.
WEDNESDAY,Nov. 30, voting will be for two girls of the
five selected from the freshman, sophomore and junior
"Who's Pushing Your Mind
Around" will be the topic of
the first of two panel talks
and group discussions during
the school retreat next week.
The panels will be moderated
Behind the swingin' doors of by
Fr. Louis Sauvain, S.J., stuthe Chieftain tonight, the A dent
chaplain.
VegPhi O-Spur-sponsoredLas
as Night will start at 8 p.m.
BOTH THE MONDAY and
The clubs will take over both Tuesday
discussions will start
floors of the Chieftain.
at 7 :30p.m. in Marycrest.
Monday night panelists are
THE MAIN ATTRACTION
Judy
King, Patti McClain, Earl
will be games usuallyplayed in
and Leon Kimke.
the Nevada town sometimes re- Angevine
Leading the Tuesday night
Wages."
"Lost
The
ferred to as
$1 admission charge will en- discussion will be Margaret
Mason,
Frank
title guests to participate in all DeMeyerJim Bradley.
and Peggy O'Neill.
the "action" on the floor.
According to the co-chair- Nov. 18 Date
men, Jeff Peterson and Jan
Marine, this type of activity is
the first of its kind on cam-

Evening Panels
Set For Retreat

'Lost Wages' Feature
Tonight in Chieftain

Where did it go? The men
of Xavi'er awoke Tuesday

morning to find themselves
without the all-important liquid needed for almost everyIK. GIAMBAiSTIANI
FB. SHEPHERD
FR. SILVA
thing: water. Monday night
supply
main
water
line
the
The regulations governing the student retreat Monbroke and began to fill the day through Wednesday
were released this week by Fr.
basementof Xavier.
Rebhahn,
S.J.,
dean of students.
When the water was dis- Robert
covered, several industrious
ALL DAY STUDENTS at the university carrying 10
Xavier men began1 building
dams in the basement to pre- or more hours are required to make this retreat. Howvent the water from flooding ever, graduate students, special students, and cadet

the furnace room. Dikes were

erected across doorways and
dams were made of gravel,
tarps
sweatshirts and
to prevent damage.
Later, after the water level
had risen to 4 inches in the
basement, the main water valve
was turned off, thus preventing
further water drainage into
the basement. All day Tuesday
men of Xavier marched over
to the Chieftain with tooth
brushes and razors in hand
while they waitedfor the water
to return to its regular route
through the pipes.
The wet stuff was restored
late Tuesday afternoon.

Inside the 'Spec*
Debaters Win
Madame Marchand
Fashions
Bowling Standings
I.K. Sweetheart
Women's Retreat

p. 3
p. 4
p. 5
p. 7
p. 8
p. 8

Tolo Bids on Sale Today

Programs for the Sadie Hawkins Tolo,Nov. 18, will be on sale

today in the Chieftain from 9 a.m. to 1p.m. They will also be
sold next Thursday and Fridayin the Chieftain during the same
hours. Mimeographed directions to the Shorewood Community
Club will be given out with each program.
Past presidents of Silver Scroll will be honored guests at the
The "big winners" will be
able to bid for specialprizes at annual semi-formal dance. The nine new pledges will be presented during intermission at 10:30 p.m.
the end of the evening affair.
The dance is non-corsage.
Chaperones for the honorary-sponsored dance will include Dr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mclnerney, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Spiers and Mr. and Mrs.
George Keough.
Dance co-chairmen Ginger
Ruby and Pat Coughlin announce that colored pictures
will be taken throughout the
evening for $2 and that refreshments will be served
Women resident students
have been granted a 2 a.m.
leave for the tolo night, according to Miss Agnes E.
Reilly. dean of women.

ENTERTAINMENT WILL

feature "can-can" girls. Refreshments will be available at

Honoraries Host
Scholarship Tea
The annual Scholarship Tea,
co-hosted by Alpha Sigma Nu
and Silver Scroll, will be Sunday, Nov. 20, from 2 to 4
p.m., in the Chieftain Lounge.
The tea is traditionally given
to honor the students who have
led the University scholastically through the past year.
THOSE INVITED to attend
upperclassmen with a
cumulative g. p.a. of 3.5 or
above, entering freshmen with
high school g.p.a. of 3.3 or
a
THE AUTUMN LEAVES come tumbling down, around, more, students on academic
on top of and underneath four Silver Scroll pledges scholarship, and students in
gathering deciduous, arboreal appendages. The girls are the Honors Seminar. To facilithese students,
anticipating the honorary's November Nocturne tolo, tate contacting
those eligible should sign up
page.)
Whipping
up
story
this
the leaves at the Registrar's office. InviNov. 18. (See
are Ginger Ruby (kneeling), Karen Wiper (left), Pat tations will be mailed this

are all

Coughlin and Pat Monahan.

weekend.

teachers excused by the education department are

ex*

empt.

Students who have made a closed retreat since their
school retreat in 1959, or have made special arrangements with Fr. Rebhahn or Miss Reilly, dean of women,
are also excused. Proof of a closed retreat must be filed with
the dean of students. Any freshman who has made a retreat during the previous year is not exempt, said Fr. Rebhahn.

WOMEN STUDENTS will have their retreat at St. James
Cathedral with Fr. Francis J. Silva, S.J.
Junior and senior men willmeet at St. Joseph's Parish, 18th
and E. Aloha, with Fr. John Giembastiani, S.J. Freshman and
sophomore men students will meet at Immaculate Conception
Church, 18th and E. Marion with Fr. John R. Shepherd, S.J.
THE RETREAT for non-Catholic students will be given by
Fr. James Jacobson, S.J. in the Pigott Auditorium.
All sessions will begin promptly at 9 a.m. and continue
through 11a.m., followed by Mass at 11:30 a.m.
THOSE PLANNING on making a closed retreat following
encouraged to do so, said Fr. Rebhan. Students are remindedthat this does not excuse them from
the 1960 retreat, but will exempt them from the 1961 school
retreat. A report of such a retreat must be filed in the dean of
student's office in order that the student be qualified for exemption.
The retreat is an integral part of the academic year,
Father said, and will be considered as such. Any student who
absents himself from the retreat is subject to disciplinary action
and is liable for suspension.

this year's school retreat are

Professors Predict:
No Senator in Cabinet
Three S.U. professors agreed last night that Kennedy will not appoint a U.S. senator to a cabinet post.
In another Contemporary Topics lecture, three faculty panelists last night discussed in Pigott Auditorium
the problems the new President will face.
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., academic vice president,
discussed the domestic political problems. Dr. Mar nedy would push hard: pubgaret Mary Davies, assist lic housing, medical aid to
liberalizationof
ant professor of econom senior citizens,
and aid to
ics, pointedout some of the immigration laws,scholarships,
education(by
domestic and foreign eco loans, construction funds and
nomic problems. Dr. Charles
S. LaCugna, assistant profes
sor of political science talkec
on the international politica

situation.

EACH SPEAKER outlined
his views of the problems in
a 10-minute talk. Questions

followed.
On cabinet posts, the pane
made a few guesses. Fr. Cos
tello thought Adlai Stevenson
or Chester Bowles might be
asked to become Secretary o
State. Dr. Davies thought i
would be Stevenson or Averil
Harriman.
DR. LaCUGNA suggested
that Kennedy might appoint a
career man for the post. Th
political science professo
added that the new man would
be picked from those on th
policy-planning level, and tha
!
he would be capable even i
public.
unknown to the
Fr. Costello predicted tha
the first three months of Ken
nedy's administrationwouldbe
similar to the famous first 100
days of Franklin Roosevelt'
administration in 1933.
HE LISTED some of th
programs which he felt Ken

increases in teachers' salaries).
He said that Nixon went outside the party and asked for
votes for himself as a person
rather than as a Republican.
Consequently, Father thought,
the Republican party lagged
behind the vote for Nixon.
Since Kennedy stuck to the
party, Father believes that
more appreciation of party
unity resulted.

FATHER THOUGHT Gov.
Abraham Ribicoff might get
the post of attorney general.
He wondered if any westerner
would get the interior post
since only Nevada (for sure)
was in the Kennedy column
among the 11 western states.
(Continuedon page 8)

Next 'Spec' Nov. 23
Because of the school retreat next week, the next issue
of The Spectator will be out
Nov. 23, the day before
Thanksgiving. Clubs and other
organizations with announcements far the week ending
Dec. 2 should have their stories
in The Spectator office not
later than Monday, Nov. 21.
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A Phi 0 Pledges Seek
Thanksgiving Donations

Placement Office
Schedules Interviews

Letter Directed to The Spectator

Corporation interviews for
BY WALT WILSON
The Student Senate last Sunday approved the 1960-61 interestedsenior students have
Financial Board report and directed a letter to The Spectator been scheduled by the placeexpressing disapproval at the publishing of the Financial Board ment office, according to Don
Willis, placement director.
report.
Three
are scheduled this
KEARNS,
president,
Stricherz,
TOM
ASSU
and Stan
treasmonth, a fourth in December.
urer, gave the report of the
ADDI
T lONAL interviews
projected expenditures for the Senate, appointed Senators
being scheduled and will
school organizations and clubs. Flynn, Albrecht and Haggard areposted
be
on the school bulleThe Financial Board report to investigate an Honor Code tin boards.
was approved in the original and directed the senators to
All interviews are at 9:10
form recommended by the give a full report before the a.m. Corporations and locations are as follows: Nov. 17,
treasurer and the board, Gary end of the quarter.
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard,
Haggard, Lee Eberhardt, and
Parlor A, Loyola Hall; Nov.
John McGuire.
18,
Arthur Andersen Co. AcTOM KKAK.NS, ASSU presi- counts,
The amount given to the
C&F conference room;
dent, announced Tuesday to
student activities this year is The Spectator that he vetoed Nov. 29, Burroughs, C&F con$60,000. The budget concerning the Senate's resolution which ference room.
A representative from the
particular ASSU allotments directed the letter of disapwill be taken up by the Student proval and displeasure to The Army Engineers will talk with
interested students Dec. 6 in
Senate at the next regular Spectator.
Parlor A, Loyola Hall.
meeting, Nov. 20.

"""

A MOTION WAS passed to
send a letter to The Spectator
expressing "violent disapproval and extreme displeasure"
concerning information of the
Financial Board report in last
week's issue of The Spectator.
Senator Lowe, defending the
newpaper's right to publish
the truth at any time, spoke
against any attempt by the
Senate to "repress information
which is relevant to the stuRQLLING OUT THE BARREL for the A Phi O pledge dent
of S.U."
Vince
(from
left)
class's Thanksgiving food drive are
Flynn. author of the
Senator
Borcich, Jack Healey, Mike Morrisette and Mike Fla- motion, stated that
the school
herty. The barrel has been placed inside the entrance to paper used "devious means
and methods from a journalthe Chieftain.
For the second year, the pledges are accepting con- ism class."
tributions of non-perishable goods to be presented to
GEORGE HOXEY, president
needy families for Thanksgiving dinner. Money to buy of the Ski Club, reported to
turkeys will be collected at a later date. Last year, fifteen the1 Senate that he didn't know
how half of the money owed
families who ordinarily would have gone without turkey to
the ASSU was spent or how
and the "trimmin's" benefited from the drive.
the books were kept. The debt
that arose through mismanagement of the Winter Carnival funds last year will be paid
back, Hoxey said, from membership fees and profits from
Ski Club-sponsored functions.
David Irwin, chairman of
A $1,000 fellowship award for personal research in
fields of college recruitment and placement has been
ounced by Don Willis, campus placement director.

...

$1,000Fellowship Offered
For Recruitment Research

I

Student Writer
To Produce Play

"The Last Test," a play writ-

ten and directed by Hassan Da-

vari, a member of the International Club, will be presented
winter quarter. George Czet-

Guild to Present
Miniature Show
Seattle University Guild will
pres c ntn t Isabella Charbneau
Warren and her "World Famous Collectionof Miniatures"
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the
Chieftain Lounge.
Mrs. Warren's collection of
United States and foreign miniatures will be on campus until
4 p.m. Students tickets will
sell for 25 cents and adults
$1.50. A coffee hour will fol-

wertyniski, club member, said
that any interested students
who would like to try out for
the play are invited to do so.
Play practice will be every
Tuesday night in Room 219,
Liberal Arts Bldg.
The Club will meet next
low.
Tuesdayat 7:30 p.m.

Marketing Club
Marketing Club has scheduled its next meeting for 7:30
p.m., Thursday, Nov. 17, in
Room 153, Pigott Bldg. All
members and their guests are
invited to attend the general
meeting.

Leonard H. Repp, area sales
manager for the MobilOil Co.,
will be the guest speaker. The
subject of his talk willbe "Marketing in the Oil Industry."

Sophomore Senators
To Have Office Hours

Students who wish to voice
their opinions in the student
government may do so during
the sophomore senators' office
hours every Monday from
12:45 to 2 p.m.
Senators will use the office
of the ASSU vice presidents
and will be on hand to discuss
senatorial issues, plan future
action and discuss the student
government.

THE VERA CHRISTIE Graduate Fellowship, spon-

sored annually by the Wester
College Placement Assn. fo
graduate students in membe
colleges and universities, o
qualified faculty members, ha
been established to encourag
research in the philosophy
siandards, practices and objec
tives of recruitment and place
ment.
Students or others interested
in applying for the fellowshi )
may obtain details from Willi
in his office, Room 117, Libera
Arts Bldg. Deadline for ap
plications is Dec. 2.
THE AWARD carries no re
strictions on holding other fel
lowships, assistantships or oth
er employment.

Bombs Away!

The I. K. House on Eas
Columbia was "bombed" early
Tuesday morning. According

to Tom Hamilton, a residen
of the hall, a bundle of fire
crackers was tossed on the
porch at about 2 a.m.
Of the eight residents, only
cne, Gary Koontz, woke up
However, several members o
the faculty across the street ii
Loyola Hall were disturbed by
the matinal explosion.

Who's Who' On Sale
Thursday in Chieftain
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Tht? student directory, "Who's
Who" will go on sale next
Thursday in the Chieftain, editor C. J. Michaelson announced
this week. The directory is
published by the Intercollegiate Knights and will be on sale
for a week.
The price is 35 cents.
The book is a directory of
phone numbers and addresses
for students, faculty and administration personnel.

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield
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AdExecutive

To Lecture
Roger Bye,

copy

director 01

Miller, Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung, will speak from 7 to 8
p.m., Nov. 22, in Room 453,
Pigott Bldg. His topic will be

"Copywriting: How to Appeal
to People."
The talk will be the second
of five Jectures in the advertising series being sponsored by
the journalism department.
THE REMAINING SPEAKERS and their topics are:
Jerry F. Crollard, reasearch
director of Miller, Mackay,
Hoeck & Hartung, "Research:
How You Find What People
Want," Nov. 29; Ted Rand,
partner in Graphic Studios,
"The Art Standpoint: What
Goes Into the Appeal,"Dec. 6;
and Ray Dixon, merchandising
director for the Seattle Times,
"Merchandising," Dec. 13.
The lectures are open to the
public.
Mr. Joseph Maguire, president of Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner, advertisingagency,
opened the series Nov. 8.
Mr. Maguire discussed the
principles of advertising. He
mentioned the financial advantages of advertising to consumers and answered the common objections raised against
the field.
1

Non-Catholic Student Answers Debate Team Wins, Places

opportunity.

The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is required ;however,two
or more years of college arehighly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the -w- -y *~>*
Aerospace Team. I

In First Tourament of Year

'Negative Catholic' Editorial
Dear Editor:
As a non-Catholic Iwould like to take issue with your
editorial, "The Negative Catholic," in last week's Spectator.
You cannot possibly dispel the negative attitudes of non-Catholics by knowing your own religion betret because that attitude arises primarily from the fact that Catholics know only
their own religion.
THE CHURCH'S requirement that Catholics do not attend
other churches can be justified, but in practice it has been
extended so far that Catholics do not even know what nonCatholics believe.
It has been my experience with my closest friends at S.U.
that, even though they know I'm not a Catholic, they expect
me to think and act like one. Because they have been raised
with their regulations, they feel that they are natural to everyone. When a person is thoroughly convinced of his own ideas
and completely unaware of the ideas of others, this is commonly considered prejudice.
It is this rigidity and self-centeredness which alienates
even prospective converts.
YOU ASK WHY intelligent people don't discuss religion.
Intelligent discussion implies that both parties have a knowledge of both sides of the question. In talking to Catholic students about theology,Ihave found them quite eager to tell me
my answer to a point of their faith is wrong,but lacking in an
understanding that my answer may be right from my over-all
point of view and that the point in question may be of no importance in my faith.
Ifail to see how Catholics can have tolerance for beliefs
they know nothing about, and Ihave certainly come to understand my own religion better through my studies of Catholicism. Therefore, Isuspect that it would be beneficial to Catholics to study other religions.
With highest regards to Catholics and their church,
Gayle A. Fowler

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive

Page Three

EDITOR'S NOTE: Some articles on the same subject as
Miss Fowler's letter have appeared recently. We mention three:
"The Latin Mind in an Untidy World," by Roscoe Balch (S.U.
'47), America, Oct. 22, 1960; "Opinion Worth Noting," by Robert Hoyt, America, Nov. 5, 1960; "State of Nations," by Joseph
C. Harsch, Christian Sciehce Monitor, Nov. 2, 1960.
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Virgin Diamonds
Precision Cut for Maximum Brilliance

For Engagement Rings

Jj^MffiHH^Pwv FRANK KIEFNER
Conveniently located in
our own building out of

high rent district.
Serving S.U. More
Than 10 Years

"

"

Master Watchmaker
Diamonds
Watches
Silverware

512 Broadway' N. EA 4-4410
TERMS IF DESIRED

A FORENSIC WEEKEND resulted In two first prizes and
three seconds for members of the Gave] Club. Admiring
Oneal McGowan's trophy are (from left) McGowan, Joe
DeLoy, Mary Jo Shepherd, Ed Antonelli, moderator Dr.
Albert Mann and Frank DeMeyer.
S.U.s debate squad brought home two firsts and three sec«
onds from their first tournament of the year. The meet was Nov.
3, 4 and 5 at Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma.
Seven students represented S. U. Three others could not
make the trip because of illness. Taking into account the small
squad, Dr. Albert Mann, coach, felt S. U. had the best record
of the 18 competingcolleges.
Other schools at the tourney included the U. of W., S.P.C,
U.P.S., Gonzaga and Pacific Lutheran University.
THOSE COMPETING from 'S.U. were Oneal McGowan,
Frank DeMeyer, Ed Antonelli, Joe Deloy, Bob Smith, Linda
McDonald and Mary Jo Shepherd.
McGowan took first place fn
OFFICIAL NOTICE
senior men's interpretive readSCHOOL HOLIDAY
ing and second in senior men's
Friday, Nov. 11, the anniveroratory. Mary Jo Shephard, in
sary of the admission of the
her first college debate, took
State of Washington to Ihe Unitop honors in junior women's
ted States, is a school holiday.
oratory. Second-place winners
Frank B. Costello, S.J.
were Frank DeMeyer andOneal
Academic Vice President
McGowan in senior men's debate and Ed Antonelli and Joe
Deloy in junior men's debate/
S.U.s THREE teams entered fourteen debates and won
nine' by decision, two by def£«ult, and lost three. This was
the best school average for
the tournament.
S.U. distinguished itself
against some of the strongest
competition in the Northwes:,
defeating teams from the U.
of W and Pacific Luthci mi
University.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

IN EXTEMPORA XEO I'S
speaking, Antonelli and Deloy
reached the finals ; DeMeyer
and Smith missed the finals
by only one point. Linda McDonald entered women's extemporaneous and interpretive
speaking, and debated with
Bob Smith.

'Townies' Set
First Meeting
'

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CAOET INFORMATION
scion
BOX 7608, WASHINGTON 4, D.C.
Iam between 19 and 26V?, a citizen
of the U S. and a high school graduate
with
years of college. Please
send me detailed information on the
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.

I

NAME
STREET
CITY
COUNTY

STATE
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R. j, ReynoldsTobacco Company,WinitOD-Sftlcn, N.C,

;

The purpose and by-laws of
Town Girls will be outlined at
the first Town Girls meeting
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chieftain Lounge.
President Linda Chiappa
urges all town girls to come
to this first meeting. Commi:ten chairmen will be chosen f »r
fall quarter activities.
District representatives for
this year are: Karen Badgley,
Capitol Hill; Gerri Derig,
North End; Mary Jo Shepherd,
South End, and Sheila Dor.
hoe, Queen Anne-Magnolia.

-
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Bienvenue, Madame!

Editorial:

Too Tired To Sbout

When Vice President Nixon sent his congratulatory
telegram to Senator Kennedy about 9:45 a.m. yesterday,
few cheers were heard, few tears were shed. People were
too tired to shout or cry. Even after Mr. Nixon and Mr.
Kennedy went to bed, millions had remained clustered
around TV sets until2 or 3a.m.
ON THIS NOV. 10, both happy and sad students
must not allow themselves to drop interest in issues.
They must not shrug off responsibility with a: "Well,
that's that.It's all over."
The election is over, but the vital struggles continue.
Empty wishes about a united America solve nothing. Solutions to be successful depend upon an American public
that is informed about national and international situations and that is determined to encourage forceful but
prudent actions.
KENNEDY-NIXON stories filled newspapers these
last few months. In a certain sense, the candidates were
removed from harsh realities of the world. Now Mr. Kennedy must face these realities. He needs an informed
America to help him meet his problems. He may expect
applause, he may receive criticism. But both must stem
from an informed public.
As the lead article in the Nov. 4 Christian Science
Monitor points out: Berlin may shortly become a more
dangerous problem than in the past; the Algerian situation has been inflamed by Soviet and Chinese encouragement for the Nationalists; the United Nations troops in
the Congo have been dangerously undermined; Peking
has been prodding Moscow into a military conflict with
the West.
THESE ARE some of the frightening problems which
Mr. Kennedy must face. The election was a minor problem compared to these. We must face these problems
with him.He has a right to expect help from the America
that gave him his responsibility and that help can only
come from an interested and informed public.

—

I.R. C. Promoting Interest
In International Affairs
MARY LOU MAY
The new International Relations Club seeks to promote interest in the world scene. The charter of the club
was approved by the Student Senate on Oct. 30.
THE AIM of the I.R.C. as stated in the preamble to
its constitution is to create an awareness of an obligation for responsible leadership in international affairs
and to promote educational and academic interest in it.
The club is supervised by the political science department
MemBy

with Dr Margaret Mary Davies serving as moderator.
bership is open to all regularly enrolled full-time students.
BURKE MoCORMICK, acting president, said, "Ideas of
freedom, democracy, and foreign policy will be discussed in
relation to their real existence in the United States and other
countries of the United Nations."
Topics to be discussed at club meetings are: Is the U.N.
the ideals of America
the real answer to lasting peace? Have
been lost in a wave of apathy? Is the prestige of the U.S.
more important than the spread of freedom under democracy?
Should economic aid precede independence" in underdeveloped

THE CLUB WILL SPONSOR debates, seminars, and speakOne of the
ers on various aspects of international relations.
I
R C 's projects will be an active participationin the West Coast
session of the Model United Nations next spring at Eugene,Ore.
The
The Model United Nations is a national organization.
delegates,
The
regional
a
conference.
session
is
West Coast
representing all countries of the U.N., participate in the Gen-

eral Assembly, Security Council and committees of the M.U.N.
THE I.R.C.'s constitution states that active participation
memIn the club and its activities for one year shall make a of
the
in
the
West
Coast
session
eligible
participation
for
mer
M. U.N. if the club desires to participate.
This year S.U. will represent Brazil, a major power of
ihe Latin American bloc of the U. N. To prepare for this project, the I.R.C. will study the government, problems and expectations of Brazil and Latin America.
LAST YEAR THE M.U.N. was a committee of the ASSU.
The M.U.N. $600 allotment was deleted last spring from this
year's proposed ASSU budget by the Student Senate until a program withdefiniteresultscould be presented.
The argument was that only a limited number of students
were able to participate in the M. U. N. and, because of its
political nature, it was somewhat removed from the educational aspect of student government.

Successful French Teacher

Adopts S.U. As New Home

By JAN KELLY
The Marchand method of
teaching French has come to
the S.U. campus in person
namely Madame Georgette
Marchand. This unassuming
gray-haired lady is modest
about her past travels and
successes as a teacher in Vietnam, Japan, Paris and Quebec.
But she is enthusiastic about
her profession and her new

—

home.

Sitting in her tastefully furnished apartment at the Northcliffe, she said, "I love it in
Seattle and at S.U., especially
the beautiful campus, but I
miss my Paris."

DOES SHE FIND Seattle so
different from Paris?
"No," she hesitated, groping
for an explanation, "but the
UnitedStates is a young country. In France we have centuries of history and tradition
behind us and Imiss the secure feeling this gives me. And
Ihave to get used to the
climate here."
A gracious hostess, Madame
poured two cups of piping hot
cafe creme and offered a plate
of cookies. Stirring in t h e
sugar, she said, "I am happy
only when Iam teaching. It's
my life. Ilike to paint and
to read, but (shrugging her
am too busy. Pershoulders) I
haps Ican do these things
when Iretire."

sun:

...

a«u uui

uutb

tne match, Joanne

Audett, a freshman from Seattle hopes. Joanne is a student in Madame Marchand's (the lady holding the
match) first-year French class and if the match goes
out it means she has pronounced the word correctly.
student, sne says,

"Mir:

ine

student by imitating her pronunciation should extinguish
the flame. The usual inclination is to blow out the match
after pronouncing the word.
A perfectionist, Madame patiently lights match after match
until each student achieves the
perfect sound. The student's
reward is a quick and lively
"Bon!"

MADAME CAME to S.U. to
teach French according to the
Marchand method, and (a selfish reason, she admits) to be
near her daughter Anne who
is now living with her husband
in Hollywood. Anne, a concert pianist, teaches music at
Immaculate Heart College in
HER STUDENTS watch
Los Angeles and her husband color slides, listen to tape reis studying for his doctorate cordings and sing French
in anthropology at U.C.L.A.
songs.
How did the system get
WHAT IS the Marchand
started?
method?
Sipping her cafe creme,
Fr. Robert B. Saenz, S.J.,
head of the language depart- Madame explained that it was
ment, paralleled the system to originated by her latehusband,
the way a child learns his na- Louis Marchand. After a tentive language. Association, in- year experiment with 200 stutuition, imitation and repeti- dents, he published a new texttion are the four steps of the book for the German language,
method.
the first to be accompaniedby
Educators immediateabjective,"
records.
Fr. Saenz
"The
pointed out, "is to get a con- ly classed the man as "crazy"
trol over the structure and and the system "impossible."
sound system, and then addi- But since, its widespread actional vocabulary is easily ceptance in teaching all languages has proved the conabsorbed."
trary.
Madame's animation is the
same whether in her apartDid Madame teach at the
ment or the classroom. She Sorbonne last year?
talks with her hands.
"No, not the Sorbonne," she
"but an extension
— the Cours
IN CLASS, Madame lives emphasized,
of
it
de CivilizaHolding
language.
her native
up a leaf, a pencil, a smalldoll tion Francaise. There Itaught
or pointing to a chair, a desk, many, many students, all nationalities, many Americans,
or the ceiling, she asks, "What and
many Jesuits."
is it?" not verbally, but with
her eyes.
TWO OF THESE Jesuits
She teaches phonetics with were Fr. Saenz, and Fr. James
individual attention. Holding a W. King, S.J., of the theology
lighted match in front of each department.

iNext, sne talked

or

teaching

in Japan.
"My husband was director
of the Franco-Japanese Institute in Kyoto for seven years
(1932-1939). Our yearly enrollment of 700 was university
students and also professional
—
people architects, artists, and
doctors who were planning future trips to France."
"One of my favorite classes,"
she added amusingly, "was for
Japanese ladies and girls in
French cooking and etiquette."
THE MARCHANDS with
their small daughter Anne returned to France in 1939 just
before the start of the war.
'
In describing it, M a d a m e s
expression sobered and her
speaking became matter-offact. Her hands remained
folded in her lap.
"We returned to Bordeaux,
but soon realized we were' in
danger. My husband knew so
much about the German language and government. We
abandoned our house and moved to Paris. We worked for the
French Underground for the
rest of the war."
HER GREEN EYES brightened againas we discussed her
future at S.U. As Fr. Saenz
explained, it is hoped that
those who are concentrating
in a foreign language in the
school of education may be
able to take other courses such
as history or education in that
language. Madame Marchand
would be an instructor in the
program.
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LUIGI'S PIZZA
Specialist in

Italian Food

ORDERS TO GO

718 PIKE
MA 4-6313

Week's Events

.

TODAY:

_,
.Meeting,

_._.

'

International Club
12:45 p.m., Chieftain

Banquet

Room.

JL.

Ve^as Niaht. 8 p.m., Chief-

TUESDAY:
Retreat, no school.
Retreat Discussion Group, 7:30
P-m., Marycrest.

Swirling Skirts, Slim Sheaths
Add Color, Glamour To Dance
"Mirror, mirror on the
wall
." Two S.U. co-eds
model the gowns they will
wear to the "November
Nocture" next Friday.

**

..

..^^S^
WEDNESDAY:

FRIDAY:

Retreat,

Admissions Day, no school.

no school.

BARBARA BUELNA
(right), a freshman from
Los Angeles, wears a softly
flaring white organza skirt
with silver roses sweeping
up from the hem. The strikingly simple black satin top
sets off her black hair.

Miniatures Collection, presented
by Isabella Charbneau Warren,
10 a#m to 4 P-m-> Chieftain.

-

MONDAY:
Retreat, no school.
Retreat Discussion Group, 7:30
p.m., Marycrest.
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THURSDAY:
Who's Who on Sale, all day,

Chieftain.

MARY DUFF (left, a

C

sophomore from Portland,

looks slim and smart in her
black crepe cocktail dress,
accented by three strands
of white pearl jewelry, and
short, white gloves.

v^.y(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf,"The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

A MODEST PROPOSAL
A movement is afoot— a shocking, startling movement— to
solve the problem of overcrowded colleges by the simple expedient of refusing admission to womenat coeducationalschools!
It is arguedby proponentsof this plan that in today's world
a college education is absolutely essential for a man, while for
a woman it is merely a pleasant interlude betweenadolescence
and housewifery. There is simply not room enough for both men
and women in our overburdened colleges; therefore, in allfairness, women whohave far less need of a degree thanmen, must
yield their places.
Well sir, when Iheard this drastic proposal,Iwas so shocked
thatIsat right downand lit a Marlboro. Ialways sitright down
and light a Marlboro when Iam shocked. Ialso always sit right
down and light a Marlboro when I am not shocked. There is
no time, no condition, no mood, no estate when it isn't a source
of soul-deepgratification to settle back and have a full-flavored
smoke— Marlboro, the filtered cigarettewith the unfiltered taste
Marlboro, the jewel of cigarettes— Marlboro, the pinnacle of
—
the tobacconist's art Marlboro, my comfort, haven, andsnug
harbor.
Well sir, Isat smoking my Marlboro and thinking,over the
shocking proposalto keepwomenout ofcoed schools,and hoping
fervently that anothersolution can be found. If the calamitous
day ever comes when women are banned from coed colleges,I
willgnash my teeth and rend my garments and take to my bed
withoutsupper. Like any other Marlboro man, Ilove women.
I
love the sight and sound of them, the cut of their jibs, their
beauty and grace, their cunning little spitcurls, their sleek
dimples, their middy blouses, their aura and effluvium. Moreover, Ifreely admit that whenit comes to brainpower,they can
give the average man cardsand spades and big casino too. It
would be a shame, a disgrace and a catastrophe to keep these
beautiful, intelligent creatures out of college.
However, it is always wise in time of fair weather to prepare
for foul. What if the advocatesof keeping womenout of college
begin togather strength? We whoabhor this fiendish plan must
be ready with a substitute
and it just so happens Ihave
one— and a mighty ingenious little plan it is, if Isay so myself.
Granted that classroomseats are in short supply,and granted
that men need degreesmore than women,it is still not necessary
to bar womenfrom college. Let them go to collegebut— here is
the beauty part.of my plan— don't let them go to class!

—

...

By

TRACY ROBERTS

"Black and white and green
all over." Unlike the proverbial newspaper, these colors
emerge as favorite fashion
shades for the Silver Scroll's
annual Sadie Hawkins Tolo,
"November Nocturne." The
dance, Nov. 18, at the ShorewoodCommunityClub on Mercer Island, will find the
"Sadies" in numerous styles

and fabrics.

Scholar dollars
travel farther
with SHERATON
HOTELS
STUDENT.
FACULTY
DISCOUNTS
Save on the going prices
of going places at
SheratonHotels.
Your Sheraton card gets

you special save-money rates

on singles and greater savings
per person when you share a
room with one, two or three
friends.Generous group rates
arranged for athletic teams,
clubs and college clans

on-the-go.
Send for your Sheraton

Student I.D. Card or
Faculty Guest Card with
credit privileges. Please tell
us where you are a student
or full-time faculty member
when you write to:
WHERE-TO-GO-TRAVEL SERVICE
4561 University Place

Seattle. Wash.

Phone: LAkeview 5-4050

GINGER RUBY, co-chair-

man of the dance, leads off in

a shimmering black taffeta
gown, completed by a black
velvet bodice and taffeta cum-

merbund.

trend. Joan Merriman will be

attired in a bouffant dress of
taffeta embroidered with tiny
pink flowers.
ANNE DONOVAN, a new
pledge to Silver Scroll, will
wear a forest-green velvet
sheath with a sash tied in a
"bustle" effect in back. Also
in green willbe Jean Mape. Her
dress is an emerald silk-satin
faille sheath with a scooped
neckline, elbow-length sleeves,
and a bow at the waist for
accent.

Sharon Shane will wear a
dress of flower-printed silk,

bodice featuring a boat neckline in front and a V in back.
Harem-skirted, the dress' short
sleeves are tied in bows of.
matching material.
GETTING back to the black
motif, Diane Schneider will be
garbed in black organdy over
white taffeta. The dress has a
front panel of white organdy
outlined in white apphqued,
daisies, is sleeveless and
sports a square neckline. Also
in black, Lorene DeJesus' lace
sheath has a fitted bodice with
rhinestone straps. Judy Bingell's gown is of black brocade
with a harem skirt. Black
chiffon will be worn by Jan
Marino. Her gown has a full
skirt, draped V neckline, and
a crushed chiffon cummer-

Other "ladies in black" include Sharlyn McWherter in
midnight black chiffon with
sparkling rhinestone straps
accenting the plainbodice; Sue
Hackett in a smart lace sheath
with a scooped neck and short
belled sleeves; and Sally Bauerlein in a wool crepe sheath
with scooped neckline, long
sleeves and satin belt trimmed
with a small, off-center bow.
DANCING IN WHITE will
be Marianne Swain in a gown
of taffeta with pink flowers,
boasting shoestring straps, a
full skirt, and a green satin
cummerbund. Pat Murphy will
appear in white organdy over
a lilac flower-printed taffeta
underskirt, with compliment- bund.
ary lilac velvet straps and bow
IF YOUR'RE wearing anyon the bodice. Julia Ann Lee, thing —besides, black, white or
in a brocade sheath with a green you'll be a hit! We're
scooped neckline and cap going in black and white and
sleeves, will follow the white proverbial all over.
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NOW! is the time for
Christmas shopping!

1

I

Gifts of all Kinds

jewelry - - - china - - - sweaters - - - blouses - - lingerie - - - novelties I
Gift-wrapped and mailed free

Lay-away plan

I

This solution, it seems to me, answers every requirement. It

releases hundredsofthousandsofclassroomseats toneedy maids.
At the same time, it does not deprive women of the rich ami
varied benefitsof campus life.They can joinsororities,shoot pool
at the Union,build bonfires for Homecominggames, pour at the
Dean's tea, plait daisiesin their hair, organizedragraces, sculpt
in ice,hook rugs, walk their cheetahs, play Monopoly,findlove
—in short, they can do anything except go to class.
Tell the truth, girls: Is that bad?
© i*«o m» si>«im*s

"

■

—

"

"

Classroomspace is short, but smoking pleasure is in abundant supply. Try Marlboros or Marlboro's unKlteredsister
cigarette mild, flavorful Philip Morris, now available in
regular size or the sensational new king-size Commander.

—

—

Have a Commander

welcome aboard!

Christmas Cards
(personalized, too)

<=*->* (Jordan I
GlftS & ApDOrcI
1219 Madison

MA 3-3321

Just Three Blocks from Marycrest

I
I
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Chieftains Kavanagh, Dynes Disclose
Roommates Compatibility Formula
ESQUIVEL

'SpecuLating'
WITH GENE

Kavanagh and Jim
Dynes, varsity basketball players, recently revealed their
secret formula for living as
compatible roommates. It's a
combination of a healthy dislike for peas, a guarded nocomment attitude concerning
ROTC, and a mutual interest
girls, and good
in basketball,
—
music not necessarily in that

Jack

Coaching basketball doesn't always entail showing someone
else what to do Even the coaches have to go to "school." Chieftain head coach Vince Cazzetta will testify to that because he
went to "school" over the weekend and returned with a little
more "know-how" on the game.
CAZZETTA, ALONG with
other cage coaches along the
Coast, attended a PacificIntercollegiate1 Official's Bureau
clinic at the University of California in Berkeley. "It was
one of the finest I've ever attended," said Vince. The clinic
was headed by John Bunn,
Colorado State College coach,
whois interpreter of theNCAA
rules committee.
THE PURPOSE of the clinic,
continued Cazzetta, was to get
officials in all sections of the
country to agree on their interpretations of the rules.
Vince feels the officals are improving each year. There were
only two changes in the rules
In time-out situations, the ball
is to be brought in at the nearest point where the time-out
was called. The other change
VINCE CAZZKTTA
was that only orange or tancolored balls are to.be used.
Interpretations were given on how screening and walking
fouls would becalled. "The close watching of the screening fouls
will give the defense somewhat of a break," explained Cazzetta.
The clinicended with a panel discussion and a demonstration by
the University of California team.

order.

KAVANAGH comes from

"far-away" San Leandro,a suburb of Oakland, a city boy used
to millions of people. Dynes

seem to cease. At Bishop
O'Dowd High School, Kavanagh posted a 17-point scoring average in his senior year
and was named to the AllNorthern California team.
Dynes, at Burlington-Edison,
also scored 17 per game and
was on the all-state team.
Dynes, who visited Kavanagh
last summer, concurs in a high
estimation of California, but
recants slightly,admitting that
deep down he actually loves
rain.

satisfied with rooming with a
basketball player, both agreed
withKavanagh's comment that
they wouldn'thave it any other
way because "people" are
boring.

Sailors to Race
Saturday at UBC
The S. U. Sailing Club Will

participate in a four-way meet
this week end in Vancouver,
B. C. It will compete with the

ONE THING that they're U. W., U.P.S. and the University of British Columbia.
is from the "way-out" sub- both happy with is their choice
urbs of Burlington, Wash., of roommates. Neither one of
FOUR TEAMS of two memwhere he is reputedly on good them, even in their fondest bers each will race Penquind-reams,
expected
ever
to be class boats in a double eliminaterms with 25-30,000 chickens.
rooming with his hero.
Kavanagh is 6-3, Dynes, 6-5.
tion affair, that is, each school
Right there the differences
When asked if they were will race the other schools
twice.
Those entering the race are
Mike Solon, fleet captain and
Mike Conlan, newly-elected
club commodore; Ann Hempleriann and Steve Holtschlag;
Jerry O'Hogan, vice commoThe South Side grabbed first place in the 1960 intra- dore and Sandy Toczek; Jerry
Evans and Jim Mier.
mural football circuit by defeating the Internationals,
Penguin-class sailboats are
34-6 in the last game of the season Monday.
specified to be 11.5 feet long.
They carry a single sail limitTHE SOUTHERNERS, led by Frank Michael, dis- ed to 72 square feet of sail
played a varied attack which pulverized the third place area.
team's defensive corps. This is the second consecutive

South Side Takes First
In Intramural Football

I

championship taken by the South Side.
"ROUND THREE, 3-2, Miles." These words aren't taken
terms
in
They
becoming
i a fight exhibition.
are
common
Friday, the Mafia took second place by whipping an
much-talked-about challenge system recently employed by undermanned Tree team 40-0. Behind a hard-hitting line,
etta. In short, the challenge system is a chance for a thirdstringer to prove that he is as good, or better than, the first- Al Cook spearheaded Mafia's backs with his all-around
play. The Trees' loss, coupled with the International's
stringer.
Monday put them ina tie for third.
loss
the
youngster
opgives
"It is a morale builder and it
the
portunity to better himself," said Vince. "The challenge system
IN THE NIGHTCAP Friday, the two second division
will be in effect all year long and there are various rules when
the challenge can be applied.However,Ihave the prerogativeof teams battled for fifth place with the ROTC winning 14-0.
starting positions directed toward the style of play we want."
said Cazzetta.
FINAL TEAM standings are ROTC
2
8
as follows:
Untouchables
1
9
NOW,
day.
challenges
AS OF
there are three
a
It consists of
one-on-one-playon a half-court and full-court basis and shoot- Team
W
L
9
1
ing for accuracy from the jump and set-shot positions. "The South Side
8
2
three events indicate a player's shootingability under pressure, Mafia
5
5
speed, defense prowess, competitive spirit, stamina and desire," Internationals
5
5
Cazzetta said.
Trees

....

...

KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY
RELIABLE SINCE 1904

CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY

HEADQUARTERS

1904 FOURTH AVE.

...

THE BROTHERS OF

4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

HOLY CROSS
!
TEACHERS Are Needed !

...

Men willing to dedicate their
lives to GOO and MAN
a\ home and in the missions:

MASTER CLEANERS
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty

CONTACT: Director of Vocations
Brother Gilbert Burke, C.S.C.
Notre Dame High School
13685 Riverside Dr.
Sherman Oaks, Calif.
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fabric,

fashion, the feeling

The
the
...
all lend the look of classic authenticity to these favored sport
shirts. Distinctively printed on
broadcloth in handsome, muted
styled with buttoncolorings
down collar and back pleat.
Tailored in exact sleeve length.

...

cum loude collection

Cheerless leader
Not a "rah rah" left in him! He's just
discovered there's no more Coke. And
a cheer leader without Coke is as sad
as a soap opera. To put the sparkle
back in his eye— somebody!—
bring him a sparkling cold Coca-Cola!

■
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BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Company. Seattle, Washington
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ProgressReport:

Papooses Hit By Competitive Spirit;
Chieftains Building Up Patterns of Play
BY R. LEO PENNE

S.U.s frosh team has been hit by unwelcome sickness
and a welcome wave of competitive spirit. These conditions have so far made it impossible to pick a first squad.
Two players, pre-season choices to be starters, are
among the "walking wounded." George Griffin, the "big"
man of the squad, has been out for three days with bronchitis. Greg Vermillion has missed two days because of
tonsilitis.
A few surprises hay
strengthened the Papoose lin
up. Mark Frisby has bee
working out at center. Frisb
looks as though he could sta
there or, if need be, move t
"a forward or guard position
Another versatile performer
Steve Hostak who has show
the potential to take over a
#
any position. An addition t
the squad is Pat Conley from
Seattle Prep, one more "hand
andy" who should be able t
fill a gap.

Expert
Haircutting
POPULAR
PRICES

ART'S
7th and Madison

IGP's, Esoterians Tangle
In Bowling Action Today
The league leading I.G.P.'s will tangle with the fifthplace Esoterians this afternon at Rainier Lanes. In other
important bowling matches, the fading Holy Rollers will
struggle to keep the Four $crooges down.
>
Toulouse's Terrors, in second place, should not hay
Jim Bergner
160 Jim Sutton
132
Ion

much trouble with the fifteent
place Untouchables.
Other matches will be
Padres -Splits; R. O. T. C.
Misses & a Hit; I.K.'s -4 Joll
Coachmen ; Pete's Pubs Trog
lodytes; Twilighters Chiefs

-

-

-

-

Paradoxes 714ers.

As expected, the Papooses
are strong at guard where
Jerry Tardy, Steve Sander, Bill
Tipton,and Paul Milan all look
sharp.

In workouts the frosh have
concentrated four days weekly
on offensive patterns. They
have displayed a thorough
knowledge of fundamentals
and a basic understanding of
the game. They have picked up
tht plays quickly and thoroughly. Two days per week are
spent working on defense with
the emphasis on a man-to-man
CHALLENGER Ray Butler
press.
Markey
expects
Coach
to be- goes up with Eddie Miles in
gin scrimmaging next week. a recent Chieftain challenge session this week.
In the past week onlookers Miles turned back Butler,
in S.U.s gym have noticed a 9-16.
gradual building of the Chieftain offensive and defensive
Due to the newly-evolved
patterns pointed at the "blast- challenge system, places on
off" date of Dec. 1.
the team have been slightly
Offensively the Chiefs are
daily adding to their set plays shuffled. As of Tuesday the
and drilling intensively on the squad was composed of: Red :
fast break. Defensively they Mills, Miles, Brennan, Shaules,
are developing a sagging zone and Preston; Gold: Dunston,
to supplement S. U.s tradi- Butler, Burton, Gillum, and
tional pressing man-to-man. Stautz;
Blue: Kavanagh, Blye,
An indicationof the Chieftain's
readinessis the number of high Amundson, Fitterer, and Geckscores made on the first of er; Green; Stepan, Dynes, D'their basketball tests.
Amico, and Plunkett.
1

"""

TEAM STANDINGS
W. I.
IGPS
16 4
Toulouse's Terrors
15
5
Holy Rollers
15
5
$crooges
4
6
14
Esoterions
14 6
Padres
12
8
Twilighters
12
8
4 Jolly Coachmen
12
8
Troglodytes
11 9
IK's
11 9
Splits
8 12
Petes Pubs
8 12
Paradoxes
7 13
ROTC
7 13
Untouchables
6 14
Chiefs
6 14
714ers
5 15
3 Misses & A Hit
1 19

Pel. Av9.
.800
707
.750 710
.750
676
.700 684
.700 646
.600 684
.600 678
.600
666
.550
672
.550
615
.400
648
.400
628
.350
687
.350 645
.300
621
.300
614
.250
654
.050 614

INDIVIDUAL AVERAGES

Elmer Miller
190
Mark Hanses .... 183
<Vndy Mirkovich 182
Pr. Logan, SJ. 181
Dino Favro
176
-r. Rebhahn, SJ. 170
Jon Gerber
170
lim Brule
168
: Weller,
r.
SJ... 167
:r. Donovan, SJ. 167
3ary Fennell .... 164
leff Susbauer .... 163
)uane Dunlap .. 162
'om Marinkovich 162
lill Montgomery 161

Bill McCurrach .. 144
Dick Peterson .... 143
Fr. Harrison, SJ. 143
Steve Whipple .. 143
Fr. Dalgity,SJ... 143
Jay lee
142
Bob Notske
142
Dick Aenis
142
Don Luby
141
Stan Stricherz .... 141
Mike Buckley .... 139
Pat Salasor
136
Fr. Earl, SJ
135
Fr. McGuigan,S.J. 133
Paul Babbit
133

.

BROADWAY THEATRE
201 Broadway N.

I

EA 3-1085

Brynner

.
Gina
lollobrigida

I

Arnt
160 Larry Miller
132
3es Wytmans .... 159 John Olson
131
jteve Daulf
.
Conger
158
Bob
131
3aul
..
Gustafson
158 Fr. LeRoux, S.J. 130
fr. Codd, S.J. .. 158 Gary Koontz
130
■r. Eckstein, S.J. 158 Larry Leens
129
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The intramural department
is planning a volleyball jamboree for sometime after the
Thanksgiving holiday, Dale
Shirley, student intramural codirector said yesterday. The
exact starting date will be
announced later.
TURNOUTS have already

started, Shirley said, on Mon-

day and Friday from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Both boys' and girls' teams
are needed to enter the tournament. Those interested
should turn the team rosters
in to Shirley, Frank Gatto or
Mr. Everett Woodward in the
intramural office.
Other intramural activities
for the remainder of the year
include basketball and base-
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to the MENTHOL MAGIC

remember: Only Kool—
no regular filter cigarette,
no other menthol cigarette—
gives you real Menthol Magic!

MAin 3-0227

Documentary

1629 SIXTH AYE.

Student Price: 65c
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RAINIER "60" LANES
"Friendliest in the West"
Free Bowling Instructions
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©1960. BROWN

For a casual date
it's really great!

NEW smoothness

DEEP IN YOUR THROAT!
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MEN AND BOYS SHOP
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NOW! Come Up...A1l The Way Up
of KOOL !

McCANN'S

In CinemaScope
"MASTERS OF CONGO
JUNGLE"

Whan Student Body Card is presented
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THE MARK OF QUALITY IN TOBACCO PRODUCT*

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Complete Line of Bowling Equipment
PA 2-0900
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VolleyballTourney Next
On Intramural Schedule

ball.

I Solomon^Sheball

235

Va block S. of Sick's Stadium
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Honors Course
Featured on TV

Three Finalists Vying
For IK Sweetheart
Caroline Hanstke, Linda Lowe and Andra Tschimperle have been selected as finalists for the Intercollegiate Knights' court of 1960-61. The announcement was
made to The Spectator yesterday by Dennis McMenamin,
nominations chairman.
THE IK SWEETHEART, queen of the court, will be
announced at the service fraternity's Coronation Ball Nov.
19 at Glen Acres Golf and
Country Club. The other two
finalists will attend her as
Four freshmen scored perprincesses.
fectly in the mid-quarter EngOther court nominees were
!Liz Bauernfiend,Eloise Byrnes, lish composition examination,
Carol Duni, Karen Gallagher, according to Mr. Edward
Mickey McDonough, Jean Poe Spiers, director of the division.
and Lexie Veranth.
Mr. Spiers said 467 took the

Four Freshmen Score
100 in English Exam

THE GIRLS WERE inter- examination.
The quartet who made no
viewed Monday night following
a dinner in their honor hos- errors are: Jerilyn Pickering,
tessed by last year's Sweet- Linda Lowe, Sallee McCorheart, Mary Lou Barnhart. mack and Judy Labyak.
Voting followedat the IK hall.
The same exam was given
All present and past Knights to all Comp. 101 pupils last
are invited to attend the Cor- Friday.
onation Ball. Honored guests
invited include the Very Rev.
A. A. Lemieux, S.J., Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J. and Fr.
The freshmanclass will meet
William E. Gill, S.J.
within the next two weeks to
plan activities for the coming
year, Dan Salceda, class president, said yesterday.
The exact time and place
NTED HOUSEBOY: Foreign
udent to live in home on will be announced in the next
ke; some experience, car if Spectator.
>ssible. $75 per month to

Frosh to Meet

{CLASSIFIED
Iicinity

Thursday, November 10, 1960

More on President's Problems

(Continued from page 1)
The S.U. Honors Program
will be explained on a TV
Dr. LaCugna thought
show Sunday morning at 10 overall policy toward the the
U.S.
a.m. The program is "What's
New in the Schoolhouse," seen S.R. would be accommodation
by diplomacy.By that term he
on KOMO-TV, Channel 4.
The Sunday program will be meant that Kennedy would
a repeat of a broadcast this negotiate and compromise
with
morning.
Soviets,
keep
the
but
would
the
Marty
Camp
Mrs.
will interview Fr. Thomas L. O'Brien, U.S. strong militarily. Dr.
S.J., director of the Honors LaCugna said that Kennedy
Program. Mrs. Camp will also would not back down in major
talk with Ralph Johnson, | areas such as Berlin, but that
freshman in the course; Mary he might in minor areas like
Ann Hoare, in the senior pro- Egypt.
gram; and Gary Haggard.
HE WOULD AVOID war,
LaCugna added. Dr. LaDr.
Blue Ribbon
Cugna said that Kennedy
A blue ribbon has been would seek to weaken Castro's
awarded the student body by position by invoking articles
the United Good Neighbors. in the O.A.S. constitution.
The ribbonis in recognition of
the ASSU's contributionof 100
DR. DAMES thought that
per cent of its pledged dona- the great economic problem
tion to the 1960 UGN cam- was the low economic growth
paign.
of the U.S. "It is the lowest

Father Nigro to' Offer
Special Women s Retreat

of any western nation," she
said.
She felt that government
stimulation would be given,
but she posed the problem:
Should 'it be by stimulation of
private enterprise or by more
direct public aid? "

Other problems Miss Davies
listed were increasing unemployment and the type of

credit to be given without
more direct public aid?
ON THE FOREIGN scene
she felt that the balance o

payments, foreign aid am
competition from foreign

countries were important.
She suggested that the new
administration will try to en
courage the European nations
to share the aid to underdeveloped countries. Such a plan
might be worked out through
the United Nations, she said

A special on-campus retreat for Catholic married woman
students will be given by Fr.Armand Nigro, S.J., Nov. 30 to Dec.
2. The retreat will consist of an evening meeting the opening
day, from 7 to 9:30 p.m., and two afternoon meetings the following days, from 2 to 5 p.m.
The place of meeting will fore the regular retreat begins.
be announced later.
Woman students interested
THOSE MAKING this re- in making this special retreat
treat are exempt from the reg- shouldcall Mrs. Marie Langan,
ular school retreat but must LA 5-8318 or leave their names
contact the dean of studentsbe- with Fr. Harkins.

art. Mrs. Friedlander, EA 3-

WANTED: Ride from campus to

of 3rd and James St.
aily at noon. Contact Stew
.ombard, EA 2-4407.
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CASANT LARGE furnished

paitment. Fireplace, sleeping

orch, hardwood floors. Suitble for three. Lady or gentlelen students. Three separate
eds. 915 15th Ave.
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Your
New York Life*
Agent in
Seattle
IS

* mm *_

HAL CLINE -5.U.'57
1025 Securities Bldg.
MU 2-4574

Special

bNEW

(mjUc)

Agent
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YORK LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
Life Insurance Group Insurance
Accident and Sickness Insurance
1
Employee PensionPlans
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HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
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I.It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...

...

definitelyproved tomake the tasteof a cigarettemild and smooth

-

2 with a Pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEW DUAL FILTER
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